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1. FOREWORD/ INTRODUCTION &
MESSAGE FROM OUR EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR
To all our GAPA friends and welcomed visitors,
The year 2015 has come and gone and we celebrate and
acknowledge all the meaningful partnerships where we are all
committed to ‘doing well together.’ Indeed we can attest to our
core motto: “together we are stronger.” I wish to express my heart-felt gratitude for sticking with us and
enabling us to continue with our cause.
2015 was not an easy year, economically, politically and environmentally, with social ills that still
pervade. Through it all and with your support, GAPA has managed to pull through.
Poverty, HIV/AIDS and all other social ills are still a huge challenge in this community, with violence
being rife, which alludes to the fact that our work is far from finished and much more is still to be
addressed.
We continue to strive to harness the potential of older person’s (specifically grandmothers) to turn the
tide on poverty & ill-health in their homes & communities and to offer the GAPA aftercare children, an
environment – a home-away-from-home - that stimulates learning and development and enhances
intergenerational play.
We look forward to yet another eventful, exciting, effective and productive year, which I can rest assure
you will, as always, assist us in achieving our goals.
May 2016 be a year of prosperity and good tidings for GAPA and all of our partners and may God’s face
shine on us all.
With love and appreciation,

___________________
Yolisa Vivienne Budaza,

Executive Director &
The GAPA staff & team.
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2. PSYCHO-SOCIAL SUPPORT GROUPS
With the appointment of our support group coordinator, Ms Daisy Mapheele, in January
2015, the groups have benefited from her visits and guidance. Psychosocial support,
education, and enhancing awareness are key components of our program, and the
support groups continue to support grandmothers who are infected and affected by the
burden of HIV/AIDS and poverty in their households. GAPA has continued to serve 18
support groups as of the last groups AGM, with an additional five, whose status was
unclear. All group members are members of GAPA. Member numbers vary between 1015 per group, with a frequency of weekly meetings. Frailty, ill health and grandmothers
fulfilling the roles of caregivers and nannies, still prove to be the challenge resulting to
inconsistency in numbers of existing groups. Substance abuse and gang warfare/
violence affecting the grandchildren, leading to criminal activities that the young engage
in, increased school drop-outs, and other social-ills, which ultimately see them being on
the wrong side of the law, still remains a huge
challenge to the grandmothers. In 2016 we
hope that Ms Daisy Mapheele, can help guide
the groups, along with GAPA’s support, so that
these members build collective resilience against
the factors that seem to pull society down and
weaken unity.
Peer-to-peer psychosocial support and Income
Generating Activities are the key activities
performed in these weekly meetings. Technical
support, support and guidance is offered to the
groups
to
enhance
productivity
and
effectiveness.

3. BONISANANI HEALTH CLUB
The health club consistently held meetings on Tuesdays, which consisted of regular
exercising, dance-aerobics, devotions and discussions on relevant topics. The
occupational therapist, with the University of Cape Town Occupational Therapy final-year
students, and visitors discussed and facilitated themes such as:
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‘Doing well together’
Heritage
Back care & Exercises, Joint Protection and the importance of stretching
Diabetes & Healthy Eating
High Blood Pressure & Healthy Eating
Nutrition
Heart Health (by Heart & Stroke Foundation)
Safety (Social Justice Coalition)
Media as a tool for invoking thought and action
Depression
Dementia (in association with Dementia SA)
Caregiver-led child disclosure in association
with MSF (Doctors Without Borders)

GAPA has had conversations with other NGO’s as well as with the Sector Task Team of
Older Persons, (STTOP), looking at whether in deed there is benefit in registering our
health club for a Department of Social Development (DSD) Subsidy. Often, the
requirements needed for such a subsidy end up costing the organisation more than what
or how the organisation could benefit from such a grant. We therefore have decided to
remain independent, from DSD, in terms of older persons’ health clubs, but keep the
communication channels with DSD open.
The health clubs attract 20-30 grandmothers who attend weekly, most often these are
the group committees who take the information back to their groups.
Since the beginning of 2015 we
have
been
in
close
communication with the Cape
Town branch of Doctors
Without
Borders
(MSF)
team, where we have partnered
to provide community clubs for
our
local
clinic’s
patients
requiring Anti-Retro Viral (ARV)
treatment. The roll-out of these
clubs help decentralize the
health services and psychosocial support that goes handin-hand with ARV adherence.
Patients no-longer have to spend the whole day at the clinic when they are completely
healthy and require only to collect their medication. They are able to meet in a brief one
hour group, away from the sense of disease and illness and collect their ARV’s whilst
speaking to issues affecting their lives. As Prof. David Spencer once said, “HIV/AIDS only
highlights the problems already existing in society”. In June we had our first community
club meeting, led by two of our grandmothers. This involves liaising with Town II clinic
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as well as MSF. There are 15 community members, (people living with HIV) who attend
these community clubs, where they receive 2 months of ARV’s at a time and our
grandmothers facilitate a topic of interest for that session. These groups meet every two
months, with continuing recruitment
taking place at Town II Clinic. We hope
to have 3-4 groups by March 2016
hosted by GAPA.
With the presence of Ms Daisy Mapheele,
we have now been able to revive our
network with the Older Persons Forum,
which will enable us to participate again
in the Golden Games, seeing that we
now have a dedicated person.
Affiliation with Age-in-Action is still intact.

4. INCOME GENERATION
-

Crafts

The GAPA centre still serves the needs of
grandmothers as a venue to access and
acquire skills such as crocheting, sewing,
knitting and beadwork for both grandmothers
and the aftercare children under the
guidance of Ms Florence Hlangadala. The
GAPA shop did very well this year – with
many items produced by the grandmothers
sold to tourists, volunteers and friends of
GAPA. Ms. Hlangadala is responsible for the
quality control of all the items sold at GAPA. A big thank you to the grandmothers who did the
craft work, Florence for making sure that targets were met and our loyal supporters who still
show confidence in our grandmothers skills.
Innovative new ideas are coming about. Furthermore, two of the University of Cape Town
occupational therapy students, have worked alongside Florence and Daisy, to help refine the
GAPA products as well as cultivate a practice of doing well together.
From the craft sales, African Impacts’ visitors and volunteers have brought in 90%
(R25 667.00) of all sales.
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-

CRAFT Contracts

The following contracts were undertaken by GAPA grandmothers this year, with the supervision
and quality control of Florence Hlangadala and the public relations, networking and assistance of
Mrs Krenzer.
o
o
o

The Happy Africa Foundation
Independent Artist’s Studio
Innerwheel

This Happy Africa Foundation is a sister organisation of African Impact Volunteers.
The grandmothers make bracelets and/or necklaces for awareness-raising of the foundation.

o Income: R10 per bracelet/ necklace.
o This is an ongoing contract
o R3 380.00 came in from this contract for 2015.
A contract was arranged for three of our grandmothers from the health club. This contract was
in partnership with Woolworths through an independent artist’s studio.
Innerwheel contracts the grandmothers to sew various items that they donate to their other
beneficiaries and partners, for
example curtains for a hospital.
-

Gardens

The 2 GAPA gardens as well as the 4
additional gardens that we support
are being monitored by Florence
Hlangadala. The garden at the GAPA
centre and the Eluxolweni garden are
being tended to by a group of
grandparents, namely, ‘Siyalinga’.
These gardens act as a means of
income generation for them. The
other gardens are: Nosizwe, Solisile,
Noluthando, and Mzamomhle. A
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number of our grandmother members have gardens in
their homes and proudly tend to them. We give technical
support and additional organic compost when available.
Our income generating coordinator works alongside the
grandmothers who oversee the gardening with the
children, to promote subsistent gardening and appreciation
for the earth with the GAPA aftercare kids.
Menngos continues to supply the gardens with manure,
seeds, seedlings and technical support provided by Ms. Hlangadala. Ms Hlangadala, was invited
by Menngos to mentor other gardens in the Eastern Cape in 2015. Ms Hlangadala (with the
assistance of Mrs Krenzer) sends a monthly garden progress
report to Menngos, (who pays Ms. Hlangadala’s salary).
The Ackerman Pick ‘n Pay Foundation, grant of GAPA R50 000
in 2014-2015 came to an end in July of 2015. It was well
enjoyed and the ground, facilities and produce of the GAPA
gardens benefited greatly.
In addition to the 2015 Tias Arms grant, Tias Arms also
donated protective clothing, as well as an industrial stove to
GAPA. They also approved our proposal of 1000 USD for 2016
and has offered to give us an additional amount of 500 USD to
be used to potentially assist the aftercare feeding program.
It is with deepest regret that due to ongoing vandalism that has been occurring at Eluxolweni,
we have had to make the decision to relocate the Eluxolweni Garden to an open space available
at Nosizwe crèche next door to the GAPA centre, where there is 24-hour security.
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5. GAPA WORKSHOPS
Our members participated in a
series of refresher courses on
topics such as HIV/AIDS, TB,
Cancer, Will Writing, Subsistent
Community Gardens, and
Bereavement.
Our
weekly
radio
health
awareness slot at the local
community radio in Khayelitsha,
namely, Radio Zibonele, is still
going strong. It is an isiXhosa
radio station, which means,
those who listen receive the information in their
mother-tongue. There is a coverage of
233,000 people from the Southern Peninsula
and is the second biggest community radio
in the province. It is for this reason that we
have taken the workshops to the radio, with
invitation for listeners to then come to us
afterwards at our GAPA centre in Khayelitsha.
The topics follow on from the workshops,
teaching about cancer and early detection,
bereavement, HIV/AIDS care and support, and
activism.
Ms. Yolisa Vivienne Budaza, GAPA’s Executive
Director or Ms Daisy Mapheele, the support group coordinator, lead the session and
answer callers who call in or SMS their queries and concerns. Ms Budaza invites listeners
to come to the GAPA centre for further support, assessment and referral if necessary. At
times, guests from the community accompany Ms
Budaza for particular topics. Because it is a health
slot, in trying to do justice to the callers, Meghan,
the GAPA OT, alternating with a professional
nurse from a local clinic, do also share the slot to
answer health related queries or questions in
order to ensure that information is accurate and
helpful.
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6. PRRR CAMPAIGN
After the Pink Ribbon Red Ribbon Initiative was launched at the beginning of 2013 to
raise awareness around cancer and educate regarding the need for early detection and
prevention, we have since adopted it into our core activities and has become a
campaign in its own right. We have found it necessary and very helpful to couple the
fight against cancer with our cause against HIV/AIDS in Khayelitsha, because we have
found our members riddled with the disease themselves, some who have since passed
away as a result and some who have survived. GAPA therefore continues to offer their
services through referrals, intersectoral collaboration, mobile/ outreach clinics, radio
slots and events, promoting regular screening and early detection. Psychosocial support,
education and awareness are still key components of our programmes, with the addition
of community mobilisation,
advocacy and enhancing
accessibility to the healthcare services. We have
enhanced partnerships with
churches as well as the
department of health and
other non-profit
organisations. This is in order
to promote intersectoral
collaboration and thus ensure
community members are able
to access the various
services.
9
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This campaign therefore has encouraged community members to come forward and
access support and services, because not only does GAPA provide the above but it is
seen as a place that welcomes healing and acceptance, combating stigma at the same
time.
 Mobile Monthly Clinics: The mobile / outreach clinics that were launched in 2014 have
continued in 2015. We partner with the community health centres where their nurses
come to our premises and offer cervical and breast screening as well as HIV testing and
on occasion offer immunizations to grandmothers
and guardians who would like to be seen by a health
professional without having to take a whole day out
of their schedule to wait in the clinic queues. These
clinics serve between 10-30 community members
per event and are also advertised on radio.
 Men’s Health Event, 27 November 2015: Again,
this year the mobile clinic services expanded to
include men at the November Men’s Health Event,
End of Year Indaba, offering health screenings in
association with CANSA (Cancer South Africa). 253
people attended, with 22 men being screened
with the prostate-specific antigen test to see if there
was any indication of a cause for concern. Not one
man was tested positive. Seven HIV tests were
also conducted as well as 11 cervical screenings
on that day. CANSA sponsored us these PSA tests.
We later learnt that the men flocked to the local
clinic requesting the test, after they those men who
attended our event had shared that it is a mere
needle-prick test. This shows that men are
responding after attending or listening to the
outcomes of such events. We had the privilege of
having James Matthews visit us and share,
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encourage and inspire the audience on this day. He also joined us at our staff end of year
get together with the board to energize and ignite the team.
 Referral pathways & referrals: Referral pathways are maintained with Town Two CHC
for PAP smears and Groote Schuur Hospital for Breast Screenings as well as
Mammograms, apart from and in addition to these monthly mobile clinics.
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7. AFTERCARE
GAPA aims to reach and support the most vulnerable members of our community such as
grandmothers and their (grand)children. This happens through providing a place of safety,
supervision and belonging for the aftercare children as well as developmental stimulation,
behavioral screening and intergenerational play and learning. In 2015, there were 212
aftercare children registered at GAPA with the Department of Social Development.
The children continue to engage with enthusiasm and exhibit self-confidence and a willingness
to participate in the aftercare activities. Seeing that it is an after school program, that is not
compulsory, we welcome between 100-190 on average, with numbers going higher at periods in
the year when exams are not being written. The aftercare still serves children mostly from
Lwandle Primary school. Children live within J, F, I
- section and some from Greenpoint (Khayelitsha)
Town Two.
Our five aftercare child supervisors - GAPA
grandmothers - continue to provide teaching and
nurturing for the children in our aftercare centre.
The uniqueness of the GAPA Aftercare is found in
grandmothers providing such care and input. The
knowledge, values and strength that the
grandmothers provide is particularly beneficial to
the children since the majority of the children
come from emotionally burdened and poverty
stricken homes.
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A certificate of registration was obtained
from the Department of Social
Development in November 2013. This
certificate is valid until November 2018
and we continue to be subsidized by the
DSD for the aftercare.
Our children's self-efficacy is constantly
being reinforced and developed, through
the team creating 'I can' opportunities
for them to experience 'mastery.' This
promotes further confidence and the will
to act and to respond to life challenges
appropriately, (Schultz & Buys, 2011). It
is this ethos of developing volition and
fostering creativity as well as critical
thinking that makes us proud of the
aftercare and the partnership that we
have with all stakeholders.
Summary of the benefits enjoyed at the GAPA aftercare:


Children of our aftercare who are vulnerable
have spaces where learning and development
are stimulated and where intergenerational play
can be enhanced through story-telling, sharing
of activities and crafts as well as gardening



Children are exposed to people from all over the
world, which broadens ones’ perspective and
outlook on life and yet at the same time, they
are grounded in where they come from by the
presence and contribution of the aftercare
assistants (grannies).



The program has impacted the lives of the
children in that behavioral and health issues
have been addressed and taken further (i.e. via
to the primary care-giver and clinic) when
necessary. Children have opportunities to get
direct access to primary health-care via referrals
from the OT or through the monthly mobile
clinics.

KEY PROGRAMS AT THE AFTERCARE


African Impact: We continue to enjoy a mutual and effective partnership with African Impact,
who works alongside GAPA grandmothers in the aftercare. This partnership has exposed GAPA to
many international visitors and volunteers that have in turn raised the sales of the craft products
made by the grandmothers. What is more is it offers a team approach to developing and
structuring the environment of the aftercare so that the children have opportunities for
13
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developing, learning and playing, that are constantly
being evaluated in and on action, thus the program(s)
are not becoming stagnate but are adapting as the
process evolves and journeys on.
 THAF Enrichment Program: As part of
the enrichment program of the aftercare, and in
partnership with African Impact and the Happy Africa
Foundation, another outing (field trip) was arranged for
152 children on the 7th of October this year. This
semester we went to the famous Kirstenbosch
Botanical Gardens in Cape Town, to try out their
new canopy tour and see the life size sculptures of
dinosaurs within the prehistoric-cycad valley. They were
also involved in games around conservation in the
amphitheater area of Kirstenbosch. This experience was
enjoyable, with pre and post lessons designed to
enhance ongoing learning. On the 9th and 10th of April,
2015, we went up Table Mountain, and 200
children attended, along with the grandmothers of
GAPA. This experience was one of great magnitude and
helped broaden horizons for the children figuratively
and literally. The number of kids attending varies
because the outings take place in the holidays and
certain holidays children go back to the Transkei or are
busy with exams.
In addition, upon debriefing after the most recent
event, we as a team came to the conclusion that,
especially for the older children, the enrichment
program should be more than just bi-annual field trips,
and that we could incorporate the purpose of the
enrichment program into everyday living as well as into
the chosen occupations of the children. We have
provisional plans as to how this may look in 2016.
With all that has been brought to the surface in our
country; we cannot run away from critically thinking
about what we do, why we do what we do, how we do
it and for whom. This is why the enrichment program
should be restructured in order to incorporate costeffective and free opportunities to engage in activities
in and around Cape Town, coupled with intentional
reflection during and after the experiences, to help
offer alternate ways of doing and broaden our
children’s horizons of what is possible for them to do
now and in the future - essentially to help realise their
potential.


Each One Teach One Program: The Each

One Teach One Program is still ongoing, and
incorporates the craft, health & well-being, girls talk,
Occupational Therapy input and activity programs’ design and development. The core objective of
this program is to foster development of aftercare activities that are intergenerationally coconstructed, amongst the grandmothers, volunteers and the children themselves.
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Occupational Therapy Final Year Student Supervision: Since the beginning of 2015,
GAPA has welcomed in 2015 twelve Occupational Therapy students from the University of Cape
Town (4 students, three times a year for 7 weeks at a time), 6 of whom are focused on the area
of child learning and development and who complete their practice learning at GAPA each year.
They have been offering screening and OT assessments to Senior Kindergarten (Grade R) to
Grade 2 learners. The other 6 work with the grandmothers in the income generation program. 93
children have been screened and 20 individually assessed with 10 receiving ongoing intervention
by final year students under the supervision of the GAPA Occupational Therapist and a UCT
supervisor, where OT intervention is designed to benefit all the children of the aftercare through
engineered and specific group programs rather than being limited to individual programs.
The findings feed into the volunteer activity programs, which the OT and students give input into.
We intend to use this information to help categorise activities according to age appropriateness.
We are hoping for 2016 that we can plan a program that expands the whole year so that students
slot into an already existing program.



Girls’ Talk: A transitioning-into-adolescence
workshop has been of key interest in 2015 and
has commenced with 20 pre-teen girls,
(Grade 4-7s). This is in association with
Innerwheel Claremont, coordinated by the
GAPA OT, and in partnership with African
Impact and of course, the GAPA aftercare
grannies. This is combined with the craft
program, in that the girls are learning how to
sew sanitary bags as well as reusable sanitary
towels, (grandmothers teaching them) whilst at
the same time they have been engaging in the
weekly ‘girls talk’ sessions, which are facilitated
15
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spaces of dialogue, with each other, the GAPA OT, (Meghan Krenzer), a GAPA granny and selected
African Impact volunteers. It has been evolving with the needs that arise. It began with a focus
on puberty from the donors’ prospective but has been approached by addressing the transitioning
process and challenges associated with becoming an adolescent. The topic is thus around
journeying/ transitioning through life and the choices that are made around what we do and the
nature of that engagement. The girls have the opportunity to ask questions in a non-threatening
environment. Story-telling, problem posing and other participatory action methods are used to
facilitate learning.
The children have also enjoyed the process of sewing the
reusable pads and see it as something they are keen to make
and want to learn to make and use.
The aftercare grannies have sewn 40 extra reusable pad sets to
help get the ball rolling. Thirty reusable sanitary pads have
been distributed to the girls of our girls talk initiative. The 10
extra will be given beginning of 2016. Girls have already given
feedback of how they have enjoyed using them. Upon opening
of the aftercare in 2016 we as the GAPA and grandmothers
team involved in this project will sit down with the girls and
plan how to take this project further.
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Day of the African Child: We hosted an event for the
Day of the African Child, which was led by the kids and for
the kids, with some participation from the grannies as well.
We welcomed the likes and talents of local, yet
internationally recognized Zumba Instructor and Trainer,
Lucas Mthenjane to lead our kids in an active session of
Kwaito-Flavored Zumba.



Innerwheel Claremont sponsored 25 of our children
to attend their Rotaract Kids Christmas Party. It was a
delight.

 Crafts Grandmothers have continued to do the sewing program with the kids on Mondays,
gardening daily, crocheting on Wednesdays, Girls Talk on Thursday and Dance and Songs on
17
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Fridays in addition to the comprehensive
activity program facilitated by the African
Impact Volunteers and supervised by our
grannies.


Operation

Shoebox

donated
254
shoeboxes of love to our children this year for
Christmas. The children were ecstatic. This
gesture of love is so valued. We were blown
away by the care that was taken in decorating
these boxes so personally and individually.
Some of the kids who were giving the gifts
wrote letters or painted pictures for the kids
receiving them. Thank you for from the bottom
of our hearts for the opportunity of our kids
having such beautiful and thoughtful gifts from
strangers, yet friends.
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8. RELIEF FUND
When
in
such
desperate
states,
vulnerable members of the community
require immediate relief. GAPA, in
collaboration
with
community
organisations
and
faith-based
organisations, has supplied food parcels
as well as psycho-social support. Some of
these partners include the likes of Christ
Church Constantia, JH Van Vreden,
Mannah Executive Guest lodge and Cle du
Cap, the Kronenbergs and Friends, Dr
Sharon Abbey of Brock University, and
Barbi Schoepke as well as other individual donors and GAPA friends. The amount that
they donate ranges from between R2 000-00 – R60 000-00. We deeply appreciate these
generous donations and acts of kindness.

We provided compassion care, to older persons found dying in their homes, and
arranged for them to get to the hospital, or to rehydrate. Sadly two such older persons died in
that week. One man would have died alone if we had not found him beforehand.

We identified a crèche, (Early Childhood Centre) and partnered with a church, giving
blankets and other warm clothes to children for winter. Each child had a goodies bag of a
blanket and some clothing items, i.e. pants, socks, underwear as well as a food parcel.

We handed out 30 uniforms complete with Blazers, shirts, dresses/ skirts/ pants, socks,
shoes and ties to children of our aftercare who were in need.
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Individual Support Case
Example:

We came across a boy, aged
14, Theo (pseudonym), who we had
been notified of by a local
community partner. He had been
told to not go back to school until he
had a new school uniform, as the
current one he was wearing was
tattered and too small for him. He
looked timid and ashamed. Ms
Budaza, GAPA’s executive director,
invited him to the GAPA centre for a
meal and to arrange a uniform for
him. It is moments like these that
children need nurturing and loving
grandmothers around them to help
shed some light on a dark world.

Three boys, now aged 18
years, who grew up at our aftercare,
visited GAPA on the day they were
heading to the mountains/ bush for Initiation. One of the boys, Themba (pseudonym), often
comes to GAPA and uses our computer to apply for bursaries. He keeps us informed of the
comings and goings of high school life, and having just written and passed Matric (Grade 12)
in 2015, he would share stories of how he was asked to say a speech at their valedictory or
prom evening. He has even helped us translate a letter or two into isiXhosa. He had told us
that he would be going for initiation, a traditional ceremony that takes place in the isiXhosa
culture when a boy transitions from childhood into manhood. However, we had not expected
to see him on the day, (they wear particular clothes and paint their faces). But on that day
from the distance we sew him and Ayo walking into our centre and the grannies started
ululating. Themba said they had come to honour and thank the grandmothers for believing in
them and loving them and had come to ask for the grannies’ prayers for their journey ahead.
There were many tears shed. It was an honour to witness this act of humility and strength to
come for blessing from the grandmothers. Initiation is a very private ceremony, of which
women are restricted from knowing any details. Asking for prayer was a sign of bringing them
in, including them in this journey of becoming. He and Ayo have recently returned with a copy
of Themba’s Matric Certificate showing that he had passed well, (Ayo is going into Grade 12 in
2016).

Mr Spho (pseudonym) has been our local sewing machine repair-man for years. He lives
in Delft. We enjoyed using his services as he was not only good at what he did, but would
come to the centre to fix the machines and train the grandmothers specifically in overlocking.
One day, in search of him as we had not heard from him in a while, Ms Budaza went to his
home and found him locked inside, and disorientated. Food was left in the fridge for Mr Spho
but not food appropriate to one that was nauseous and disorientated. Ms Budaza and the
grannies - through the window - tried to get him to find the keys to pass to them so that they
could get in and help. It took a while but they managed to get in and call an ambulance.
Sadly, the following day he passed away. Although sad, and one wonders whether there was
20
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more that we could have done or that his neighbors or family could have done, at least he was
not alone when he went. We strived to give him a little ounce more of dignity in his last hours
on this earth.

Asanda (pseudonym) is a 5 year old boy, and is left handed. Being in Grade R, he was
screened along with the other children. Through the screening it was noted that he may need
further assessment and therefore completed the OT battery of assessments. It was found that
he has a number of developmental delays and areas of improvement with regards to
perceptual-motor development as well as psycho-social development. The fact that he was
left-handed, required additional support to him with regards to ordering his movement and
fine motor skills. because this was picked up, the OT’s were able to alert the volunteers to
ensuring that certain fine motor activities are incorporated into the activity program as well as
gross motor skills that focus on foundational milestones required for fine motor. Certain types
of play were also promoted and encouraged to be incorporated into the volunteer program.
This intervention has a wider reach than only Asanda but helps include all children who are
developing at different rates and in different ways. In schools where there is a high number of
learners per class and where teachers’ assistants are not funded for, children who develop at
slower rates or who are left-handed, are not always catered for. This can have a negative
impact on psycho-social development, cognitive as well as perceptual-motor development.
However including his needs into a broader activity program can promote self-esteem; selfefficacy; seeing himself as part of a team or group and of
course promoting the attainment of developmental milestones.

9. STAFF TRAINING / CAPACITY
BUILDING
 Aftercare teachers receive weekly training through the Each
One Teach One program set up by GAPA’s Occupational
Therapist, in association with the African Impact volunteers
and the Occupational Therapy Final year students from the
University of Cape Town.
 Caring for the Caregiver: dealing with the grieving child;
training for caregiver grandmothers by Heleen van Huyssteen
of Bright Foundation
 Team building and learning about child routine, supervised by
GAPA’s Occupational Therapist and facilitated by 3 couples of
occupational therapy fourth year students from the University
of Cape Town.
 Menngos offers agro-ecology training for Ms Hlangadala and Ms Mapheele, who then take
this information back to GAPA and share it with the gardeners, our caretaker and all
interested grandmothers and staff.
 Some staff have been trained by MSF in Caregiver-led Child disclosure.
 Ms Mapheele and one of our other grandmother staff, Ms Mwanda, who are the facilitators
for the MSF Community Clubs, receive training when necessary on the basics
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of HIVAIDS treatment and support.
 Dementia SA have trained staff and grandmothers in understanding the
basics about dementia.
 Older Person’s Forum has taken Ms Mapheele for training as an elected
representative for older persons at parliament.

10.

HUMAN RESOURCES
Appointments:

i. Ms. Daisy Mapheele was
appointed at the
beginning of 2015 as the
support group coordinator

11.

VISITORS

We had the opportunity to host:



















Caring for the Caregivers
Colleen Solomons and Students
District Department of Health
Desiree Brown
Fordham University
Friends and Family of Frank Kronenberg and
Prof. Elewani Ramugondo, (From Germany
and the Netherlands)
Friends of the Stephen Lewis Foundation
James Matthews
Joanne and friends from Tias Arms
Lianne & Rick Van Den Dungen from the
Netherlands
Many groups of visitors brought by African
Impact Volunteers
Massachusetts University, Boston.
Ms Gail from Boland College and students
Ms Mara D’Avella & Ms Rinata Moniz, Finance Gives, Bristol-Myers Squibb
Prof. Bette Dickerson (American University)
Prof. Jennifer Fish and Friends and Students (Old Dominion University)
Prof. Roshan Galvaan, Head of Department, (University of Cape Town): Occupational Therapy
Department and visiting academics from Madagascar.
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Prof. Sharon Abbey and students and friends (Brock University)
Pentzel-Krenzers, from Germany
René Petersen and team from CANSA.
The Early Morning Espresso Show.
Twelve UCT final year students all who came for seven-week
practice blocks.
Volunteers and visitors from Andulela Tours
Zuyd University Professors and students (from the
Netherlands)

12.

OUTREACH/ TRIPS

 Ms Budaza, travelled to Johannesburg and attended a
Bristol Myers Squibb Secure the Future meeting as well
as to Ethiopia on two separate occasions.
 Ms Budaza spoke at a Global Fund for Children Knowledge Exchange Conference in
Johannesburg.
 Ms Budaza, along with one of the core grandmother members, Sylvia Ngewu attending a
book launch that GAPA was involved in, in Uganda, entitled: “Grandmothers: Africa’s
Unsung Heroes.” It is a book that was
published by a collaboration between “Reach
One Teach One”; GAPA and Pendeza Africa,
which was funded by the Stephen Lewis
Foundation. This was a peer-exchange letter
writing endeavor.
 GAPA was nominated and chosen as one of the
finalists for the most caring organization in
South Africa, for the Everyday Heroes
Campaign, which Ms Budaza represented GAPA
in Johannesburg at their award ceremony.
 Five grandmothers were selected to be extras
in
Media
Village’s community NPO film on Human Trafficking
(Organ trafficking to be exact).
 SANPARKS sponsored 60 of our grandmothers to
go on a heritage-trip to Cape Point and up the vehicular.
 Sector Task Team for Older Persons, (STTOP)
Invited 10 of our grandmothers to an Older Persons –
Heritage Day celebration, entitled, “Pro-Age: Celebrating
Life and Age in Cape Town.”
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 Innerwheel invited Ms Budaza and Ms Krenzer, the OT, to their monthly meeting and
were inspired by what GAPA does and subsequently offered increased support in various
ways.
 Ms Mapheele, as an elected representative for Parliament through the Older Person’s
Forum, attended training in Kimberley.
 Ms Hlangadala helped judge an organic farming competition and therefore went to the
Transkei in partnership with Menngos twice in 2015.
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13.

DEVELOPMENTS

 Developing new ideas for products that
GAPA members can begin to make and to
sell either at GAPA or individually.
 In association with Innerwheel, an entire
cycle of a pilot project has been
pioneered, whereby aftercare girls have
been engaged in a process of speaking to
issues
around
transitioning
into
adolescence, including puberty and taught
by the grandmothers how to make
reusable sanitary pads, to increase
accessibility to sanitary ware and increase
school attendance for such girls. It also
serves as sharing an important life skill
with these children, namely, sewing.
 MSF’s community clubs were pioneered
this year with a further 3-4 groups
beginning in the first half of 2016.
 Operation Shoebox again elected GAPA as
a beneficiary for their shoeboxes of love drive for 2015 and thus donated 254 shoeboxes
of love to the aftercare kids of GAPA.
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 The Assistant Director and Occupational Therapist, Meghan Krenzer, was invited again to
continue as the secretary and one of the office bearers for STTOP, (Sector Task Team for
Older Persons). This development and partnership ensures that GAPA is up to date and
at the forefront of advocating with regards to policies that influence and impact on older
persons.
 STTOP (Sector Task Team for Older Persons) has invited GAPA to join in in conversation
around advocating and lobbying for safe, affordable and accessible public transport in
and around Cape Town for
older persons.
 We have been collaborating
with government and other
community partners as well as
Sector Task Teams to finetune services, as well as to
advocate for policy inclusion
as well as rights of community
members and older persons.
 Grandgifts have agreed to
continue in 2015 to donate
220 pamper boxes to our
grandmother members.
 Mobile Monthly Clinics
continue to take place hosted
by GAPA at our premises. This encourages intersectoral-collaboration with the District
Health Department.
 A forged partnership with institutions of higher learning continue to keep us abreast with
current developments and/or evidenced based practice and frameworks regarding
approaches to development work.
 A further six occupational therapy students
from the University of Cape Town are placed at
GAPA for child learning and development, as
well as community development, which meant
that the number of students being mentored at
GAPA was doubled in 2015.
 Our grandmothers were involved in a peaceful
protest to parliament, in association with the
Social Justice Coalition as well as Treatment
Action Campaign and Equal Education in order
to raise awareness around the fact that
although government had said they would
respond to the Khayelitsha Commission
regarding corruption and poor resources
allocation within our South African Police
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Force, they had not. One picket read: “Black Lives Matter Too”. for more on the
commission of inquiry please visit: http://www.khayelitshacommission.org.za/finalreport.html
 The Assistant Director and Occupational Therapist, is
currently also doing her MSc in Occupational Therapy at
the University of Cape Town, part-time. Her research
focus has changed somewhat but still speaks to the
Occupation Based-Community Development Framework,
(Galvaan & Peters, 2013), documenting the processes and
theories that help navigate the practitioner through the
process of community development. Students who are
mentored and supervised at GAPA for community
development, work within this framework.
 Ms. Mapheele, our support group coordinator, has been
elected as an older persons representative for parliament
with the Older Person’s Forum.

14.

DONORS

A huge thank you goes out to the faithful donors that have supported us over all these
years, as well as those who have more recently come on board, namely:


















Bristol-Meyers Squibb
Stephen Lewis Foundation
Global Fund for Children
Tias Arms
Menngos
Pick ‘n Pay
Department of Social Development
The National Lottery
Pennies for Princesses (Independent
Newspapers; Sun International and
Grandwest Casino)
SANPARKS
Christ Church Constantia
Mannah Exe. Guestlodge
Cle du Cap, Lawrie Powis
Operation Shoebox donated 254 boxes for
our GAPA kids in 2015.
Innerwheel Claremont sponsors the Girls
Talk Initative, and from such an initiative, various Innerwheel members have
since donated sewing machines, other forms of continual support, as well as
recently the President of the Claremont Rotary club donated R5000 as his
president’s challenge to the Girls Talk initiative.
Innerwheel Claremont sponsored 25 children to attend the Rotaract Christmas
Party on the 1st December 2015.
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Ms Rinata Moniz, Finance Gives
100 Club
Pinelands Presbyterian Church
Christ Church Constantia
Bergvliet Congregational Church
Wynberg Methodist Church
Plumstead Mehodist Church
Pinelands Methodist Church
Fordham University
Prof. Bette Dickerson (American
University)
Prof. Sharon Abbey and students
and friends (Brock University)
Prof. Jennifer Fish and Friends
and Students (Old Dominion
University)
Andulela Tours and Visitors
Colleen and the various universities she brings through our doors
Wonderbag SA has donated 12 bags to GAPA staff. The staff who chose a bad
had to pay a small token towards the bags which covered the transport costs.
These bags are retention cookers, which use no electricity and are safe to leave
overnight whilst the food is cooking inside.
Grandgifts, donated 220 pamper boxes for grandmothers

Thank you for our individual donors, some who have been
walking with us since the beginning, or for many years, and
some that we have only this year had the privilege of
meeting:




















Barbi Schoepke
Yvonne Hodgetts
JH Van Vreden
Reiner Stiftung
Alois Kornmuller
Ricky Van Den Dungen from the
Netherlands
David & Mine Campey and Friends
Mrs Lee Holgate
Ms Katie
Ms June Savage
Ms Anne Lancaster
Mrs. Vicky Kempthorne
Ms. Lesley Rose
Ms Caroline Adams
Mrs Pat De Groot
Mr George & Mrs Moonyeen Muller
Desiree Brown
Ms. Savannah Russo
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15.

PARTNERSHIPS




























•

African Impact Volunteers and the Happy
Africa Foundation.
American University
CANSA Association & Movember
Navigators
Caring for the caregiver: Heleen van
Huyssteen (Bright Foundation)
Dementia SA
District Department of Health, and the 15
local community health centres
Edward Nathan Sonnenbergs Attorneys
Eric Miller, Photo-journalist
Grandgifts
GSH Breast Screening Clinic
GSH Mammography Department
Grant Thornton (Auditors)
Heart & Stroke Foundation
Ikamva Labantu
Innerwheel, Claremont.
MSF (Doctors Without Borders)
Menngos
Media Village Productions
Operation Shoebox
Sector Task Team for Older Persons
(STTOP)
Social Justice Coalition
Sonke Gender Justice
The Church
Treatment Action Campaign
Town Two CHC
University Of Cape Town,
Occupational Therapy (OT)
Department. (GAPA provides
supervision to final year OT students
as well as serving as a site for
postgraduate research in OT to take
place).
Vukani: Independent Newspaper

From our public relations talks and visits to other
companies and organisations, we have received
sewing and over locker machines which helps to
support grandmother psycho-social support
groups. The handcraft workshop is running with
the support of scrap material which comes from
these donations.
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16.

GAPA IN THE NEWS

 Vukani Newspaper: multiple articles on
the grannies and aftercare throughout
the year
 GAPA was on the early morning
Espresso Show on SABC2, showcasing
the power of women.
https://youtu.be/fE6i1aMztL0

 Grandmothers joined protests to
Parliament in collaboration with and
invited by TAC, Equal Education,
Ndifuna Ukwazi and Social Justice
Coalition
 Write-ups on Facebook pages and in
other forms of social media
 200 new likes on the facebook page.
 Extensive international coverage of the
aftercare, with support that has come
through our partnering organisation, African Impact and Happy Africa Foundation.
 Our support group coordinator was elected as an older person representative for the
Older Person’s Provincial Forum.
 20 grandmothers of the
GAPA choir attended the Thusong
Older persons event, where the
performed and where they were
warmly received.
 The grandmothers have
been involved in awarenessraising around older persons and
in collaboration with STTOP:
leveraging the value of the older
person’s position and inheritance
in society and part-taking in a
joint provincial effort to advocate
for them.

A big thank you to Vukani for their ongoing loyal support.
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17.

BEREAVEMENTS






18.

Ms Ntshuntshe
Ms Hlekiso
Mr Grootboom
Ms Nobaza
Ms Vellem

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Our board of directors is fully functional and active.
#

NAME

POSITION

1

FRANK KRONENBERG

CHAIRPERSON

2

KATHLEEN BRODRICK

FOUNDER

3

KURT ACKERMAN

DIRECTOR

4

ESTI BRAND

DIRECTOR

5

GEORGE SABELA

DIRECTOR

PETROS
6

LYNN MFENYANA

DIRECTOR

7

YOLISA VIVIENNE

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,

BUDAZA

GAPA
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19.

APPENDIX

INCOME GENERATION (Through Projects):
ACTIVITY

2012

2013

2014

2015

HANDICRAFTS

R11 360.00

R 26 750.00

R31 981.00

R28 510.00

AFTERCARE

R6 130.00

R 4 100.00

R4 640.00

R8 580.00

2ND HAND CLOTHING

R1 080.00

R 289.00

R 350.00

R 393.00

HEALTH CLUB

R7 347.00

R4 088.80

R6 031.10

R2 498.00

GAPA T-SHIRTS

R 240.00

R 150.00

R1 550.00

R3 500.00

GAPA BOOKS

____

____

____

R1 980.00

GAPA INCOME

____

____

____

R4 563.00
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Illustrated in Graph Form:

INCOME GENERATION
R35 000.00
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HEALTH CLUB
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2ND HAND
CLOTHING
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AFTERCARE
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Masi Vuyeni | Let us be full of JOY

NEVER, never and never again

shall it be that
this beautiful land
will again experience

the oppression
of one by another
|Nelson Mandela| Inaugural Address | Pretoria | 9 May 1994|
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